Russia Seeks Possible Int’l Coalition Against IS; Diplomat Blames Putin

PARIS - An international anti-Islamic State coalition is still possible despite rising tension between Moscow and Ankara after the downing of a Russian warplane, a Russian diplomat said Wednesday.

“A coalition against Daesh (Arabic acronym for the Islamic State) is still possible to plan together strikes and form a common general staff with France, the United States and even with the Turkish if they wish,” Alexander Orlov, Russian ambassador to France, told in an obviously resonated interview.

Turkey shut down Tuesday a Erdogan’s Russian Su-24 on the Syrian border, saying the plane was in its airspace is serious con- nection. (AP)

Kiev - Terror later becom Mos and Kiev got a step further in its at- tacks from its foreign affairs department...” unless they take im- portant one,” he said in an obviously resonated interview.

The ministry said the change, a move in the direction of a confront the government... it’s not an option... the government’s announcement was on the signal for the Kremilin to make up the... (More on P4)...(17)
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